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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 Hundreds of thousands of Shia pilgrims are currently making pilgrimages to Kadhimiyah to commemorate the 

anniversary of the death of Imam Musa al-Khadim on April 23. Restrictions and associated travel 

disruption/delays are also anticipated on routes between Sunni areas such as Mansour and Kadhimiyah 

where the commemorations will take place. IS have followed patterns set during previous pilgrimages, 

targeting pilgrims with suicide and VBIED attacks, though ISF have appear thus far to have disrupted several 

attacks. Mass casualty attacks may occur against secondary targets in outlying Shia neighbourhoods such as 

Bayaa, New Baghdad Sadr City, though successful attacks in more central areas cannot be ruled out given 

the high level of foot traffic. 

 

 As the operation in West Mosul grinds on, there is a heightened risk of high-profile attacks in permissive areas 

across Iraq including Baghdad, Salah ad Din and Diyala, as IS retains intent to increase sectarian tensions 

and force a redeployment of ISF resources away from Mosul. This is underlined by recent VBIED attacks in 

Shia-dominated areas of Baghdad City as well as multiple lower level IEDs, especially in eastern Baghdad. 

With ethno-sectarian tensions currently heightened in Kirkuk, there is also an increased possibility of high-

profile attacks in Kirkuk City, although IS capability to conduct such an attack is assessed as less than in those  

areas with a majority Sunni demographic. An increase in attacks can also be expected in eastern Anbar, in 

particular the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah, as evidenced by recent high-profile attacks in the region.   

 
 The security footprint and other local factors in the south, particularly in Baghdad, will severely constrain IS 

ability to mount sustained complex attacks of the sort seen in the north and the west of the country, though the 

threat from low-level IED and SAF attacks remains. There may be an increased level of ISF deliberate actions 

to disrupt and deter insurgent and criminal activity during the Mosul operation, especially in the northern areas 

of Baghdad province. 

 

Medium to long term outlook  
 

 In the absence of concerted engagement with the Sunni population in areas currently under IS control, it is 

possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points between radical 

Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  Limited reporting has 

already indicated displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. It is almost certain that in 

areas retaken by ISF, an insurgency will be established by Sunni insurgents including remaining IS affiliates. 

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by large segments of the security 

forces currently being involved in operations to retake IS-held areas of the country.  In the long-term, there will 

be tensions driven by the return of Shia militia factions, who will expect material and social rewards for the 

contribution in the national campaign against IS. 

 

 While the Mosul operation has refocused attention away from Abadi’s reform program, the risk of politically 

motivated demonstrations against corruption in front of government institutions remains extant. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Anbar PMU leader claims IS withdrawing from areas in north-western Anbar 
A key leader in al-Hashd al-Shaabi (PMU) in Anbar, Sheikh Qatar al-Obeidi announced, on April 16, that 

members of IS suddenly withdrew from Rawa district towards al-Qaim District on the Euphrates River Valley 

(ERV) in the northwest of Anbar province. A separate April 18 media report citing an unnamed Iraqi officer 

claimed that US Special Forces units have recently arrived at the Ain al-Assad Airbase in Anbar province to help 

Iraqi forces recapture territory along the upper ERV. 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Mosul Update 
 

Mosul Tactical Update 
Reporting this week has again been characterised by incremental gains by Federal Police and Ministry of Interior 

units in the Old City, and steady, hard-won progress by CTS in districts to the west. Over the course of the week, 

CTS have claimed control of Nasir and Thawra neighbourhoods, and fighting has continued in Haramat, Siiha 

and Tanak. As of April 18, IS were still said to control 40% of West Mosul. Several senior IS figures are also 

reported to have been killed in a series of airstrikes in districts north of the old city and in the Tal Afar pocket, 

50km west of the city. In the west of the operational area, PMU commanders have also expressed forthright 

views that Mosul would have been captured if they had been included in the urban operations.  

 

The plight of Mosul’s civilian population continues, with many trapped in amidst heavy clashes, and floods 

outwith the city cutting off IDP camps in Haman al-Alil from the KRG’s supplies and onward travel to more 

permanent shelter. The IDP situation continues to overwhelm local capacity, with GoI continuing calls for civilians 

to remain in their homes. IS are also reported to have used food supplies, in short-supply following the ISF 

encirclement, to draw more of the civilian population to its ranks of fighters. Humanitarian actors in the region 

have noted severe malnutrition in IDPs now leaving the city. 

Security 

IS fires chlorine gas rocket in western Mosul 
According to an unconfirmed report citing an unnamed military source, IS launched a gas attack overnight on 

April 14/15 against a newly liberated area of western Mosul.  The report claimed that the attack targeted the al-

Abar neighbourhood, with IS militants firing a rocket loaded with chlorine.  Seven soldiers were reported to have 

suffered respiratory problems and were treated at a field clinic. This follows a similar incident on April 10, when 

three chlorine rounds were fired from west Mosul into east Mosul killing four civilians and injuring six.   

 

Anbar PMU leader claims IS withdrawing from areas in north-western Anbar 

A key leader in al-Hashd al-Shaabi (PMU) in Anbar, Sheikh Qatar al-Obeidi announced, on April 16, that 

members of IS suddenly withdrew from Rawa district towards al-Qaim District in the northwest of Anbar 

province.  Obedi said in a press statement that IS members along with their families had withdrawn from a 

number of locations in Rawa district back towards Al Qaim city on the Iraq/Syria border.   An April 18 media 

report citing an unnamed Iraqi officer claimed that US Special Forces units have recently arrived at the Ain al-

Assad Airbase in Anbar province to help Iraqi forces recapture territory along the upper Euphrates River Valley 

(ERV). 

VP Ayad Allawi claims that IS and AQ are seeking to realign 
Islamic State is talking to al Qaeda about a possible alliance as Iraqi troops close in on IS fighters in Mosul, Iraqi 

Vice President Ayad Allawi said in an interview on April 17.  Allawi claimed that he got the information from ‘Iraqi 

and regional contacts knowledgeable about Iraq’.  Allawi added that the information claimed that discussions and 

dialogue had been initiated between messengers representing the IS leader, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi and Ayman 

al Zawahiri, the head of al Qaeda.   

UN official says scale of civilians fleeing Mosul is ‘staggering’ 
Noting that nearly half a million people have fled Mosul since the start of military operations to retake the city of 

Mosul from IS, a senior United Nations humanitarian official in Iraq warned that the scale of the displacement 

has stretched relief efforts to their ‘operational limits’ with more than 490,000 people having already fled the city. 

Lise Grande, the Humanitarian Coordinator for Iraq, said in a news release issued by the UN Office for 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) further stated that the number of civilians still fleeing Mosul city is 

staggering, adding that the battle to retake the old city has yet to begin. 
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Mosul: ISF opens new Tigris bridge escape route 
The ISF has built a new pontoon bridge over the Tigris River south of Mosul, after flooding had blocked all 

crossing points, opening an escape route for families fleeing fighting.  On April 15, the army dismantled 

makeshift bridges linking the two parts of Mosul due to heavy rain, forcing residents leaving Mosul to use small 

boats. Long queues were reported to have formed at the new bridge on April 18 with families crossing in public 

buses, trucks and taxis.   

IS-linked propaganda disseminator channels on Telegram app hit 100 

The Islamic State group (IS)-linked propaganda disseminator channels on the messaging app Telegram have 

claimed to have one hundred replicas serving to distribute the group's official message online. IS’s propaganda 

is distributed through a conglomeration of channels under the name of the ‘Nashir News Agency’.  Since late 

March, the Nashir News Agency have called on IS supporters to up their efforts on more popular social media 

platforms such as Twitter and Facebook, where they are expected to post the IS propaganda provided via 

Telegram. They also began posting earlier IS leadership messages urging ‘lone wolf’ attacks worldwide. 

OIR commander: matter of time before ISF liberate the rest of Mosul 

During his April 19 video conference interview from Baghdad, MajGen Joseph M Martin, the commanding 

general of Combined Joint Forces Land Component Command, Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR), told reporters 

that Iraqi security forces are close to recapturing western Mosul.  Martin stated that the Iraqi forces, with coalition 

support, are making significant progress every day in the increasingly tough fight for Iraq's second-largest city, 

highlighting the Iraqi forces' strength and resolve, Martin added that ISF continue to improve their capability and 

that It's only a matter of time before they liberate the rest of Mosul and defeat IS in Iraq. 

 

Qatari hunting party kidnapped in Iraq in 2015 release as part of a Syria deal  

A group of 26 Qatari’s held hostage in Iraq by an Iranian-backed militia have finally been released after nearly 18 

months in captivity as part of a regional pact centred on four besieged Syrian towns. The Qatari’s, several of 

then cousins of Qatar’s emir, were handed over to the Iraqi interior minister on April 21 by Kata’eb Hezbollah, 

who are believed to have seized them during a December 2015 hunting trip in the deserts southern Muthanna 

province in southern Iraq.  The fate of the Qataris had increasingly been tied up with that of two Shia villages 

west of Aleppo and two Sunni towns near the Lebanese border, whose populations had been part of delicate 

negotiations for the past year. The deal was also reported to have involved a large ransom payment. 

 

Drone video shows IS moving civilians into home as human shields 

US Central Command (CENTCOM) released a drone surveillance video on April 21 it claims shows IS fighters 

forcibly moving civilians into a west Mosul home to be used as human shields.  The video shows the IS 

combatants firing at Iraqi security forces from the home in an apparent attempt to provoke a US airstrike.  The 

video was reportedly taken on March 29 at the height of the Iraqi military’s difficult push to retake the western 

half of Mosul.  The video was first referenced by US military officials in the days following the announcement of 

an investigation into a coalition airstrike in the Jadidah neighbourhood of west Mosul on March 17, which 

allegedly killed over 250 civilians. 

Political 

Iraqi MP calls for severing ties with Jordan over "insults" 
An Iraqi Shia MP has called for severing ties with Jordan in protest at what she descried as ‘insults’ by a group of 

Jordanian civilians following the publication of pictures on April 14 showing a number of Jordanian civilians 

standing on poster pictures which included Nuri al-Maliki, Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah, Iran’s 

supreme leader Ali Khamenei and Yemeni Houthi rebel leader Abdallah al-Houthi. The Iraqi foreign ministry 

subsequently summoned the Jordanian charge d'affaires to protest what it said the ‘violations’ against Iraqi 

figures. A subsequent report claimed that the Jordanian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates Ayman al-

Safadi told his Iraqi counterpart that the individuals responsible had been arrested and would be tried in 

accordance with Jordanian law. 
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September 2017 provincial elections may again be delayed 

Despite being postponed once already, the September 16, 2017 provincial elections date (set originally to take 

place in April 2017) now looks increasingly likely to again be postponed. The ongoing provincial election law 

dispute in the Iraqi parliament is tied to seat allocation, based on the ‘Sainte-Lague’ method that aims to provide 

an objective formula for allocating seats where there are multiple parties with fractions of the vote. Under this 

formula, which Iraq first used in the 2013 provincial elections, small parties won a substantial number of seats. In 

the 2014 national elections, leaders of large blocs passed what is referred to as ‘modified Sainte-Lague’ which 

favoured the larger political blocs at the cost of smaller parties.  Of the large blocs, only the Sadrist have sided 

with small parties in demanding a return to the 2013 rule. 

Foreign Affairs 

Reports claimed that Syria used Iraqi intelligence to target IS in Raqqa 

Syrian warplanes are reported have carried out air strikes on locations of IS in its stronghold of Raqqa in Syria, 

based on information from Iraq's intelligence services, according to a report posted by a pro-Damascus military 

media site.  The strikes were reported to have destroyed IS's administrative buildings, its governing (Shura) 

council, Hisbah (tax) headquarters, finance office and Fatwa (religious rulings) authority in Raqqa, the report 

claimed on April 15 via Twitter.  According to subsequent reports, the targets were selected based on 

information from the Iraqi intelligence service and via the intelligence-sharing quartet.  

Turkey referendum gives more power to President Erdogan 
The leader of Turkey's nationalist political party has declared victory for the ‘Yes’ campaign in the constitutional 

referendum carried out on April 16.  Turkey's primary opposition party has announced it will challenge 37 percent 

of the votes counted in the referendum, citing what it believes are irregularities on roughly 2.5 million ballots. In a 

surprise decision earlier on April 16, Turkey's Supreme Election Board announced that ballots would be 

accepted even if they did not have the official stamp typically required for ballots to be counted. Opposition 

groups have criticized the decision.  

Iran's new ambassador to Iraq arrives in Baghdad 

Iraj Masjedi, a general in Iran’s Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) elite Quds Force, assumed his post as the 

new Iranian ambassador to Iraq on April 19. According to the Reuters news agency, Masjedi’s 35 years in the 

IRGC included coordinating with Iraq opposition groups against the government of Saddam Hussein during the 

Iran-Iraq War in the 80s. Noting that some of the opposition members he helped train are now senior officials in 

the Iraqi government.   

 

Iraq summons Turkish ambassador over Erdogan’s remarks about PMUs 

The Iraqi Foreign Ministry has summoned the Turkish ambassador to Baghdad to protest against the Turkish 

president’s remarks against Al-Hashd Al-Shaabi, the Popular Mobilisation Units (PMUs). The issue surrounded 

comments made by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan during an interview with Qatari-based Al-Jazeera 

TV on April 19, in which Erdogan described the Iraqi government-sponsored PMUs as ‘a terrorist organisation’.  

In the interview Erdogan also questioned who was controlling the PMU, implying that Iran not Iraq gave direction 

and control to the organisation.   

Economy 
 

UNDP: Move for Electronic Tendering for contracts in Iraq 
The UN Development Programme (UNDP)’s Iraq Country Office has announced that, starting May 1, all 

procurement processes will be conducted using an online E-Tendering system (Electronic Tendering Platform).  

The initiative of E-Tendering will allow UNDP to further improve transparency and efficiency in the procurement 

process and will help to reduce the time needed to award contracts to the successful bidders. In the first phase, 

training session for construction companies will be conducted in Baghdad.   
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
Activity in Salah ad-Din has been characterised by IS asymmetric activity around Baiji and ISF operations south 

of Samara ahead of this week’s Shia processions into Baghdad. On April 21, several people were reportedly 

wounded when an SVEST functioned after the attacker was challenged by ISF on approach to a procession 

route in Dujali. 

 

In Kirkuk’s IS-held Hawija district, IS have continued punitive actions against civilians attempting to leave the 

district, with 17 people reportedly killed by the group for facilitating IDP flight from the enclave. Four airstrikes 

seemingly targeting command elements were also reported across Hawija. In Kirkuk city, several SAF attacks 

have been reported. Local press reports point to a range of motivations, including criminal, insurgent, and 

personal/tribal. Insurgents have continued targeting OPF in the Kirkuk oilfield; on April 17, an OPF member was 

injured in an IED strike against his patrol whilst transiting Mount Batiwa northwest of Kirkuk. 

Activity in Diyala has also been in-line with long-standing norms, characterized this week by IED and SAF 

attacks on ISF and officials in Abu Saida and Muqdadiyah districts north east of Baqubah. ISF raids in the 

districts have also seen scores of mortar and rocket rounds seized, as well as five suspected militants arrested. 
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Following this reporting, ISF announced on Thursday a renewed push to liberate the areas still controlled by the 

IS in the Euphrates River Valley. Jazira Operations Command issued a statement on Thursday stating that GoI 

and local militias will coordinate efforts to retake the areas to the north of Haditha Lake and western Anbar. The 

operation will be backed by the coalition forces airstrikes.  

Airstrikes have also maintained pressure on IS around the province. A strike reportedly killed six members of IS 

in Akashat, north of Rutbah, 310km west of Ramadi. Further strikes were also reported against IS locations 

around Rawah and Al-Qaim in the Euphrates River Valley, and ISF reported using coalition airpower to prevent 6 

militants infiltrating into Razzazah, approximately 50km south of Ramadi. 

IS asymmetric activity has continued, though it appears to have been kept outside of urban centres. Five people 

were reportedly wounded, including a senior ISF officer, when a VBIED detonated 23km south of Fallujah.  
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

This week was again unusually quiet in terms of low-level IED activity, particularly given the expected insurgent 

focus on the Kadhimiyah pilgrimage. Three attempts to conducted suicide and VBIED attacks have been halted 

outside the city, and a further effort appears to have been prevented with the arrest of a suspected attacker in 

Karada last night. In line with recent reporting, ISF efforts to disrupt attack planning appear, for now, to have paid 

off.  

 

Previously reported route closures have gone ahead as planned, with civilian traffic banned from several major 

routes through the city. ISF have also banned the use of motorcycles and HGVs inside the city for the duration of 

the pilgrimage.  

 

In other reporting, local sources on April 20 reported that an IDF attack was the cause of a fire in BIAP’s military 

camp; official reporting stated that a fire occurred in an ammunition warehouse. No casualties were reported, 

and the incident is not understood to have affected civilian flights or access to BIAP. 

 

No Friday protests occurred this week, owing to the ongoing pilgrimage.  
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Capital Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

The wider province again saw a higher number of incidents than the capital, but also in line with historical trends.  

 

On the evening of April 19, ISF reported a controlled detonation in Abu Ghraib of a VBIED that was intercepted 

en-route to target Shia processions in the capital. Abu Ghraib district has seen a plurality of incidents reported in 

the wider province this week, including four counter-terror arrests, a fatal UVIED attack on a Sunni militia-man 

and another IED attack that wounded three ISF members. A SAF attack on a security post near Abu Ghraib 

prison on April 17 is also reported to have killed two ISF personnel and disabled a Humvee. 

 
Elsewhere in the province, five family members were injured when a mortar hit a civilian house in Ahmed al-

Sohail village, south of Baghdad city. 

. 
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

 

Significant reporting in this period again concerned tribal feuding in Basra province. The most violent skirmish 

took place in Imam Sadiq, Medina district between WQ1&2, with the opposing Beit Traim and  Beit Kheniab sub-

clans of the Bani Mansour tribe reportedly engaging each other with SAF, mortar, and 14.5mm heavy machine 

gun (HMG) fire.  

 

The village of al-Shannanah, 50Km north of central Basra also saw a sustained firefight involving SAF, machine 

guns, RPG, and possibly mortars fire, with fighting taking place across the Shatt al-Arab Waterway from the 

Majnoon southern entry area (DS-1). Armed clashes also erupted between the Albu Bekhit and al-Hamadan 

tribes in the Abu Sakhir area of Qarmat Ali, though a truce later followed. A smaller incident occured between the 

Al Sada Al Share'a  and Alsa'aed tribes.  

 

The BaOC Commander Lt. Gen. Jamil Kamel Al Shammari also conducted a province-wide security exercise 

from an IOC in West Qurna which involved the OPF and ISF. The aim was to show the effectiveness of local 

forces and province reassurance to IOCs. Within the al-Zubayr oilfields, the OPF generated a number of 

checkpoints in the central concession zone and deployed the BSWAT, a specialised ant-terrorist unit. 

 

Elsewhere in the south, protests were held in capitals and smaller over a range of measures relating to local and 

national public life. This included hundreds of people in Wasit protesting plans to privatize the electricity supply. 

Maysan ISF also announced the arrest of 25 individuals and the seizure of 18 AK variant assault rifles and 

several RPGs as part of a crackdown on tribal violence in Al Mejar Al-Kabir district south of Amarah. 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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Middle East 
International Protective Services Headquarters 
Office 2502, Tower 2, Currency House  
DIFC, PO Box 482069  
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
 
United States 
1101 Wilson Boulevard 
Suite 1725 
Arlington, VA, 22209 
United States 
 
UK 
5

th
 Floor 

1, London Bridge 
London 
SE1 9BG 
 
Europe 
37-39 rue des Deux Eglises 
1000 Brussels 
Belgium 
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